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LEGAL NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of work performed by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC.
Neither Westinghouse Electric Company LLC, nor any person acting on its behalf:

A. Makes any warranty or representation, express or implied including the warranties of
fitness for a particular purpose or merchantability, with respect to the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of the information contained in this report, or that the use
of any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not
infringe privately owned rights; or

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages resulting from the

use of, any information, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report.
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COPYRIGHT NOTICE

This report has been prepared by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC and bears a Westinghouse Electric
Company copyright notice. Information in this report is the property of and contains copyright material
owned by Westinghouse Electric Company LLC and /or its subcontractors and suppliers. It is transmitted
to you in confidence and trust, and you agree to treat this document and the material contained therein in
strict accordance with the terms and conditions of the agreement under which it was provided to you.

As a participating member of this task, you are permitted to make the number of copies of the information
contained in this report that are necessary for your internal use in connection with your implementation of
the report results for your plant(s) in your normal conduct of business. Should implementation of this
report involve a third party, you are permitted to make the number of copies of the information contained
in this report that are necessary for the third party's use in supporting your implementation at your
plant(s) in your normal conduct of business if you have received the prior, written consent of
Westinghouse Electric Company LLC to transmit this information to a third party or parties. All copies
made by you must include the copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original
was identified as proprietary.

The NRC is permitted to make the number of copies beyond those necessary for its internal use that are
necessary in order to have one copy available for public viewing in the appropriate docket files in the
NRC public document room in Washington, DC if the number of copies submitted is insufficient for this
purpose, subject to the applicable federal regulations regarding restrictions on public disclosure to the

extent such information has been identified as proprietary. Copies made by the NRC must include the
copyright notice in all instances and the proprietary notice if the original was identified as proprietary.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The SVEA-96 Optima2 Critical Power Ratio (CPR) correlation was reviewed and accepted by the NRC
as described in Reference 1. The correlation is currently applied to the SVEA-96 Optima2 fuel assembly

for licensing basis applications only over the applicable range for mass flux, system pressure, sub-bundle
R-factor, boiling length and annular flow length as specified in Section 8 of Reference 1 and the NRC
Safety Evaluation (SE). This range is defined by the range of parameters in the correlation database

described in Reference 1.

As noted in Section 8 of Reference 1, the mass flux range of the CPR correlation is [ a,c kg/m2_s.

Westinghouse has found that under certain circumstances it may be necessary to evaluate Critical Power
values outside of this mass flux range. For example, for some plant applications, Critical Power evaluation
may be needed at very low core flows for which assemblies on the core periphery could have the potential
for experiencing mass flux values less than [ ]a,c kg/m2 _s. Therefore, it may be necessary to
conservatively estimate SVEA-96 Optima2 Critical Power values for mass fluxes outside of the approved
correlation range. The CPR estimates outside of the correlation range from [ ]ac kg/m2_s must
be conservative since CPR data for SVEA-96 Optima2 are not available outside of this range.

This addendum to Reference 1 describes and justifies the process by which Westinghouse intends to
conservatively estimate SVEA-96 Optima2 CPR values for which the mass flux is outside of the data
base range of [ ]"'a kg/m2-s.

For all SVEA fuel designs, CPR has been found to be [

]a c For example, this trend is illustrated for SVEA-96 Optima2 fuel in
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 of Reference 1. Accordingly, should it be necessary to evaluate CPR for mass flux

values greater than [
p as input. This approach assures that CPR is not

overestimated above for mass flux values above [ ]a c kg/m2-s.

Since Critical Power is [

]a,c would not provide a conservatively low CPR. Therefore, as discussed in

Section 3, the D4. 1.1 CPR correlation described in Section 5 of Reference 1 was originally established to
predict conservatively low CPR values at mass flux levels below [ ]ac kg/m 2_s. This was accomplished
by extrapolating Critical Power from the lowest measured Critical Power at [ ]a c kg/m 2-s to zero mass
flux as follows:

1. Dryout was assumed to occur for zero heat flux at zero mass flux. Physically, a non-zero,

positive heat flux (i.e. core power) is required to achieve dryout at zero mass flux. Therefore,
requiring zero heat flux at zero mass flux provides a conservative intercept at zero mass flux
supporting conservative CPRs at low flows.

2. Critical Quality is a decreasing function of mass flux. Critical power tests demonstrate that

Critical Quality increases with decreasing mass flux. Therefore, the D4 .1.1 correlation was
constrained to predict conservative Critical Powers at all mass fluxes between [ ]a c kg/m2 _s
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and zero mass flux by requiring Critical Qualities to be constant or decreasing in this low flow
range. Requiring Dryout to occur at qualities less than the actual Critical Quality assures that the
Critical Powers are conservatively predicted. Constant or decreasing Critical Qualities were
accomplished byrequiring that predicted Critical Powers decrease at least as rapidly as a linear

decrease in Critical Power as a function mass flux.

SVEA-96 Optima2 Critical Power data below a mass flux of [ ]a " kg/m 2-s are not available. The
demonstration of the conservative nature of the SVEA-96 Optima2 CPR correlation below a mass flux of

S a,c kg/m 2_s in Section 3 is based on comparisons with measured Critical Quality values of the early

7x7 assembly described in Reference 3 whose Critical Power performance at normal operating flow

conditions is about [ ]aC than that of the SVZEA-96 Optima2 assembly. Use of these data to
confirm that SVEA-96 Optima2 CPRs predicted at mass fluxes less than [ ]a " kg/m 2_s is acceptable
since, as mass flow is decreased, the impact on Critical Power of mechanical characteristics of the
assembly designs becomes less and less important going to a non-zero value at zero mass flow in which
the critical heat flux depends on the fluid characteristics (e.g., liquid density, steam density, void fraction,
and heat of vaporization) and is insensitive to the assembly design. Consequently, available low-flow
Critical Power data for assembly designs other than SVEA-96 Optima2 can be used to support the
establishment of a conservative CPR dependence on mass flux for low mass fluxes. Using these Critical
Power measurements, encompassing a broad range of conditions, the evaluation in Section 3 confirms
that the D4. 1.1 CPR correlation without any modifications provides conservative predictions below
[ a kg/m2_s as intended.

The SVEA-96 Optima2 CPR correlation is named D4. 1.1 in Reference 1. In this Addendum to the
topical report, the use of the correlation outside of the approved range is justified, but the correlation itself
is not changed below [ , ] a," kg/m2_s. The same values for the critical power would be obtained by
applying the correlation as it is described in Reference 1, as well as in this report, up to a mass flux of
[ ] ac kg/m 2_s. As described above, for mass fluxes above [ ] a"c kg/m2-s , a lower Critical Power
value is predicted by the correlation as described in this Addendum than that given by the D4. 1.1
correlation in Reference 1. Specifically, for mass fluxes greater than [ ] ac kg/m2-s [

] a ' kg/m2-s. The name of the SVEA-96 Optima2 CPR correlation with this [ ] a,c

revision is "D4." Therefore, the D4 correlation provides [

a,c
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2 SVEA-96 OPTIMA2 CORRELATION APPLICATION FOR
LICENSING BASIS ANALYSES

The manner in which the D4 SVEA-96 Optima2 dryout correlation will be applied to licensing basis
analyses is summarized as follows:

For all SVEA-96 Optima2 mass flux values in the correlation range of [
a,c

For SVEA-96 Optima2 mass flux values above the correlation upper limit of [
] a,c
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3 DISCUSSION

The evaluation of SVEA-96 Optima2 Critical Power below [ ]a c kg/m 2_s using the D4 CPR correlation

summarized in Section 2 is discussed in this section. As shown below, the conservative nature of the
D4 CPR correlation predictions below a mass flux of [ ]a kg/m2_s is confirmed by comparisons with
available measured Critical Power data for the 7x7 assembly described in Reference 3. The 7x7 data
selected for comparison with the low flow D4 predictions are discussed in Section 3.1, and the actual data
comparisons with D4 predictions and evaluations are contained in Section 3.2.

3.1 7x7 AND SVEA-96 OPTIMA2 DATA FOR LOW FLOW D4 EVALUATION

D4 correlation cosine axial power shape predictions were compared with available SVEA-96 Optima2
and 7x7 cosine shape Critical Power data over ranges of mass flux, inlet subcooling, and exit pressures.
In order to capture trends with decreasing flow in the low-flow region for the available SVEA-96
Optima2 and 7x7 data it was necessary to consider a similar range of exit pressures. In order to support
comparison of the D4 correlation predictions with a relatively large data base, calculated D4 predictions
were compared with 7x7 measurements from Reference 3 over a broad range of inlet subcooling. The
cosine axial power shape data base from Reference 3 used in the comparison is the 49-rod 7x7 Atlas Test
Assemblies 24A, 24B and 25A in the ranges shown in Table 3-1. These test bundles were selected since
their data bases included relatively low-flow measurements.

Accordingly, the ranges of inlet sub-cooling and exit pressures in the data comparisons in Section 3.2 are
shown in Table 3-1.

Table 3-1 Conditions for Comparisons in Section 3.2

Data Base or Subcooling Range Pressure Range
Calculation Axial Shape at 70 bar (kJ/kg) (bar) Reference

SVEA-96 Optima2 Cosine 38-68 70-71 Reference I

7x7 Cosine 2.4-311.4 67.6-71.4 Reference 3

Calculated D4 Cosine 20 -240 70
predictions

The comparisons shown in Section 3.2 are based on the entire SVEA-96 Optima2 cosine data base in
Reference 1 for the ranges shown in Table 3-1.

3.2 HIGH AND LOW FLOW APPLICATION OF THE D4 CPR CORRELATION

While the SVEA-96 Optima2 D4 CPR correlation has not yet been used to evaluate CPR in licensing
analysis applications below the low mass flux limit of [ ]'c kg/m 2-s, the correlation was originally
established to predict conservatively low CPR values below [ ]"' kg/m 2-s. This was accomplished by
requiring predicted Critical Powers in this range to be less than or equal to a linear extrapolation from the

Critical Power prediction at [ ]a c kg/m2_s to a zero value of Critical Power at zero mass flux. The
assumption of a zero value of Critical Power at zero mass flux is conservative since a non-zero finite heat
flux (or assembly power) is required to achieve dryout at zero mass flux. The conclusion that an
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extrapolation providing Critical Power values less than or equal to a linear extrapolation from the CPR
prediction at [ ]a,c kg/m 2_s to a zero value of Critical Power at zero mass flux is conservative was based
on the observation that this linear extrapolation corresponds to a constant Critical Quality and a review of
available data providing the behavior of Critical Quality as a function of mass flux at low flows.

Figure 3-1 shows Critical Qualities established from the SVEA-96 Optima2 testing described in
Reference 1 and illustrates the increasing tendency of Critical Qualities with decreasing mass flux
for SVEA-96 Optima2 mass fluxes less than 1200 kg/m2-s. Figure 3-2 shows that the critical qualities
established from a subset of the 7x7 testing described in Reference 3 show a similar increasing trend
in Critical Quality with decreasing mass flux. The Critical Qualities calculated with the D4 correlation
shown in Figure 3-3 are reasonably constant for the top-peaked axial power shape and decrease or
are approximately constant for the bottom-peaked and cosine-shaped axial power shapes below
[ ]a"c kg/m2_s. Figure 3-3 illustrates, therefore, that Critical Qualities (and, therefore, Critical Powers)
are underestimated in the mass flux region below [ ]a " kg/m2-s. It should be noted that the decreases in
Critical Quality in the bottom-shaped and cosine-shaped Critical Qualities in Figure 3-3 are at mass fluxes
for which the Critical Powers are decreasing with a slope which is less (more negative) than a linear
slope.

The conclusion that data obtained at low mass fluxes with other assembly designs can be used to establish
conservative Critical Power predictions for SVEA-96 Optima2 is based on the fact that as mass flow is
decreased, the impact of mechanical characteristics of different assembly designs becomes less and less
important converging to a positive, non-zero Critical Heat Flux at zero mass flow where the Critical Heat
Flux depends only on the fluid characteristics and is independent of the assembly design. Consequently,
available Critical Power data for assembly designs other than SVEA-96 Optima2 can be used at low mass
flux to support the establishment of a conservative CPR dependence on mass flux for low mass fluxes.

The D4 predictions for the top-peaked, bottom-peaked, and cosine-shaped axial power distributions for
mass fluxes above 1000 kg/m2-s are shown in Figure 3-4 for an assembly exit pressure of 70 bar and an
inlet subcooling of 54 kJ/kg (100 K). The axial power shapes are the same as those used in the SVEA-96
Optima2 testing documented in Reference 1. As shown in Figure 3-4, the Critical Power above a mass
flux of [ ]a"' kg/m2-s is conservatively set equal to the value evaluated by the D4 CPR correlation at

[ ]a kg/m2 -s as required.

The D4 predictions for the top-peaked, bottom-peaked, and cosine-shaped axial power distributions are
shown in Figure 3-5 in the low-flow region. As shown in Figure 3-5, the predicted Critical Power for a
top-peaked axial power shape below a mass flux of [ ]aC kg/m2 _s is very close to a linear extrapolation
from its value at [ ]a," kg/m2 _s to zero at zero mass flux. The Critical Powers predicted by D4 for the
cosine-shaped and bottom-peaked axial power distributions are generally slightly less than that given by a
linear extrapolation from their values at [ ]a " kg/m2 -s to zero at zero mass flux.

Figure 3-6 is a comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 data with D4 predictions at a pressure of 70 bar
and an inlet subcooling of 54 kJ/kg for a cosine axial power shape over the entire mass flux range.
Figure 3-6 illustrates the following:

1. At normal operating flow rates (about 1300 kg/m2-s), the Critical Power performance of the
7x7 fuel is about [ ]ac than that of the SVEA-96 Optima2 assemblies.
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2. The Critical Power data shown in Figure 3-6 reflect the trend that as flow rate is decreased,
differences in measured Critical Power performance for different assembly designs also decrease.

Figure 3-7 is the same comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 data with D4 predictions at a pressure
of 70 bar and an inlet subcooling of 54 kJ/kg as shown in Figure 3-6 but in the low flow range. In light of
the difference between SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Critical Power performance at normal operating flow
rates of about [ ]a~C the similarity of the SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7 x7 Critical Power values below
500 kg/m2-s clearly demonstrates the relative insensitivity of assembly design to Critical Power
performance at low flow rates and justifies the conclusion that the 7x7 Critical Power values in the low
flow range can be used to estimate the CPR performance of the SVEA-96 Optima2 assembly in this
range. Figure 3-7 demonstrates that the D4 Critical Power prediction in this low flow regime is
conservative. Note that the D4 prediction for a cosine shape at a pressure of 70 bar and an inlet
subcooling of 54 kJ/kg becomes increasingly conservative relative to the 7x7 data base shown for mass
fluxes below 250 kg/m2-s. Therefore, these comparisons provide confirmation that the D4 CPR
correlation conservatively predicts critical power below the mass flux lower limit in Reference 1 down to
a value of zero mass flux.

Further insight into the conservativism in the D4 predictions at low mass flux is provided by the
predictions of D4 at a given inlet subcooling with the 7x7 data base for ranges of inlet subcoolings
enveloping the inlet subcooling at which the D4 predictions were performed. These comparisons are
shown in Figures 3.8 through 3.11. Note that dryout measurements for SVEA-96 Optima2 with
subcooling values below that for which the calculation was performed would be expected to be less than
the calculated correlation predictions. In general, the 7x7 data are greater than the D4 predictions for the
entire subcooling range of measured values further demonstrating the level of conservatism of the D4
correlation. The only exceptions to this general conclusion are the three points at about 235 kg/m2-s
which lie below the D4 prediction in Figure 3.10. These three points are subcooled by about 135 kJ/kg
which is significantly below the calculated value of 150 kJ/kg. In light of the substantially lower Critical
Power capability of the 7x7 fuel at normal operating conditions, the general trend of D4 low-flow Critical
Powers to lie below the 7x7 data points in Figures 3.8 to 3.11 confirms the conservative nature of the D4
correlation at low flows.

Therefore, it is concluded that the D4 correlation applied as summarized in Section 2.0 will provide
sufficiently conservative estimates of SVEA-96 Optima2 Critical Power for licensing applications.
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a,b,c

Figure 3-1 Exit quality at dryout for SVEA-96 Optima2 measurements at approximately
70 bar, with a sub-cooling of 54 kJ/kg, and an R-factor of 0.93
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a,b,c

Figure 3-2 Exit quality at dryout for 7X7 fuel measurements at approximately 70 bar and a
sub-cooling of 54 kJ/kg
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Figure 3-3 Critical Quality Prediction of D4 for Cosine, Top Peak, and Bottom Peak Axial
Power Shapes
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a-c

Figure 3-4 Prediction of D4 for Cosine, Top Peak, and Bottom Peak Axial Power Shapes at
Medium and High Flow
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asc

Figure 3-5 Prediction of D4 for Cosine, Top Peak, and Bottom Peak Axial Power Shapes at
Low Flow
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a,b,c

Figure 3-6 Comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Data with D4 Predictions for Cosine Axial
Power Shape
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a,b,c

Figure 3-7 Comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Data with D4 Predictions for Cosine Axial
Power Shape at Low Flow with 7x7 Data at all Subcoolings
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a,b,c

Figure 3-8 Comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Data with D4 Predictions for Cosine Axial
Power Shape at Low Flow and a Subcooling of about 20 kJ/kg
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a,b,c

Figure 3-9 Comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Data with D4 Predictions for Cosine Axial
Power Shape at Low Flow and a Subcooling of about 54 kJ/kg
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a,b,c

Figure 3-10 Comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Data with D4 Predictions for Cosine Axial
Power Shape at Low Flow and a Subcooling of about 150 kJ/kg
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a,b,c

Figure 3-11 Comparison of SVEA-96 Optima2 and 7x7 Data with D4 Predictions for Cosine Axial
Power Shape at Low Flow and a Subcooling of about 240 kJ/kg
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